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Abstract

Context: Residents need their supervisors in the operating room to inform them on

how to use expertise in present and future occasions. A few studies hint at such

explicit teaching behaviour, however without explaining its underlying mechanisms.

Understanding and improving explicit teaching becomes more salient nowadays, as

access of residents to relevant procedures is decreasing, while end-terms of training

programs remain unchanged: high quality patient care.

Objectives: A structured analysis of (1) the practices supervisors use for explicit

teaching and (2) how supervisors introduce explicit teaching in real time during surgi-

cal procedures.

Methods: An observational qualitative collection study in which all actions of nine

supervisor–resident dyads during a total hip replacement procedure were

videotaped. Interactions in which supervisors explicitly or implicitly inform residents

how to use their expertise now and in future occasions were included for further

analysis, using the iterative inductive process of conversation analysis.

Results: 1. Supervisors used a basic template of if/then rules for explicit teaching,

which they regularly customised by adding metaphors, motivations, and information

about preference, prevalence and consequence.

2. If/then rules are introduced by supervisors to solve a (potential) problem in out-

come for the present patient in reaction to local circumstances, for example, what

residents said, did or were about to do.

Conclusions: If/then rules add the why to the what. Supervisors upgrade residents'

insights in surgical procedures (professional vision) and teach the degree of individual

freedom and variation of their expert standards for future occasions. These insights

can be beneficial in improving supervisors' teaching skills.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Supervisors without question are essential for the development of

residents towards independent practise. They embody a huge stock of

experiences and expert standards, and regulate the residents' auton-

omy during procedures, creating opportunities for residents to auto-

mate their skills.1–6

Access to expert standards and supervisors' experiences is essen-

tial for residents need to learn how to manipulate tissues for the best

possible patient outcome as experts do. Textbooks and manuals pro-

vide general templates of tasks and steps surgeons have to follow.

Information about how to read the surgical field, keep control, avoid

unnecessary harm and how decision now may affect other parts of

the procedure is stored in the minds of experienced supervisors.7–9

This raises the question of how supervisors make that expertise acces-

sible to residents during actual procedures. For this we have to turn to

the day-to-day practice of intraoperative teaching and learning.

Observational studies of teaching interactions in the operating

room show how residents use strategies to recruit the supervisors'

expertise, and, far more often, supervisors supply expertise without

any specific request of residents, usually when they observe or per-

ceive substandard performances of residents.4,5,10–14 The supply of

expertise by supervisors during surgical procedures offers residents

opportunities to learn how experts solve a particular problem, at a

particular moment, for a particular patient. However, understanding

which features of that expertise are context specific and what infor-

mation can or should be transferred to similar situations and future

patients is crucial for the residents' development towards indepen-

dent professional practice.9,15

Understanding what expertise might be beneficial for future pro-

cedures is even more relevant in the changing landscape of

intraoperative teaching. Working hour restrictions, higher demands to

secure patient safety and governmental demands to shorten surgical

training programs (in some countries) affect learning curves of resi-

dents.16–20 One way to ensure safe and high quality surgical care by

residents at the end of their training is to optimise the flow of exper-

tise to residents during procedures, especially inform residents how to

use expert information in future patients. The problem is that knowl-

edge about this phenomenon in medical educational literature is lim-

ited to anecdotal information. Some studies focused on surgical

heuristics while other authors analysed these heuristics as if/then

rules as a means for supervisors to teach and explicitly point out the

usefulness of their expertise in future patients.12,21,22 In cognitive sci-

ence, if/then rules are considered as fundamental building blocks of

procedural rules. However, as an interactional practice in the daily

routine of teaching residents in the OR, they remain under-

studied.23,24

This study offers a detailed analysis of the ways in which if/then

rules are occasioned, introduced and formulated during surgical proce-

dures, a structured approach of the question how supervisors inform

their residents about how to use their expertise in future occasions.

Insight in these teaching practices may help supervisors in teaching

residents in their daily practise.

This study focused on the following research questions: What

interactional practices do supervisors use to construct heuristics

(if/then rules)? How are these heuristics (if/then-rules) locally licensed

and occasioned in real time in the everyday practice op the operation

theatre?

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Setting and participants

This qualitative collection study was executed at University Medical

Center Groningen (UMCG) in Groningen, the Netherlands. The proce-

dure of choice was an uncemented total hip arthroplasty, a procedure

that is highly standardised, but contains crucial decision making that

carry considerable medical risks for the patients (Figure 1).

Eight supervisors and residents participated and formed nine dif-

ferent dyads (one supervisor and one resident participated twice, but

the second time combined with others) (Table 1). The authors did not

participate as supervisors and were not present during the procedure.

F IGURE 1 Basic anatomy and background of the procedure. In an
uncemented total hip arthroplasty the hip joint (acetabulum and
femoral head) is replaced by an artificial acetabular and femoral
component. The crucial tasks are the resection of the femoral head

and neck to expose the acetabulum and femoral shaft. Then both the
acetabulum and femoral shaft are prepared to the standard size of the
prosthesis in a process named reaming. Reaming is mechanically
removing bone (and cartilage) until the patient's anatomy is
compatible to the prosthesis. When the reaming process is finished,
the acetabular and the femoral component of the prosthesis are
inserted [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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In our hospital, supervisors with different backgrounds guide resi-

dents (e.g., orthopaedic surgeons, senior residents and physician assis-

tants). Physician assistants in our institution are trained as supervisors

and only guide residents that demonstrated sufficient progress. In the

Netherlands, the training program of residents consists of a 6-year

program in which residents start with an 18-month rotation in general

surgery, followed by multiple rotations in different teaching hospitals.

The residents in this study varied in years of training between pro-

gram year 2 and 6.

Each supervisor, resident, patient and OR team member was

informed about the goal of the study and written consent was

obtained. The ethical review board of our hospital discussed the study

and confirmed that the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects

Act (WMO) did not apply.25 We followed the declaration of medical

research of Helsinki for all participants in this study.26

2.2 | Data collection

Data was collected between 2016 and 2019. Nine procedures were

videotaped (total recording time 11 h, 26 min and 36 s), and all inter-

actions were captured between supervisors and residents from three

different angles: one overview camera and two head cameras on both

the resident and the supervisor.

The whole corpus was transcribed using a subset of the Jefferson

transcription system.27,28 Excerpts in the collections were transcribed

in more detail during the analyses. To facilitate the readers, we pre-

sent our results using simplified transcription conventions in the text

(orthographic transcription including overlap and pauses).

2.3 | Data analysis

We used conversation analysis (CA) to analyse data.29 CA is a “distinc-
tive approach within the social sciences that aims to describe, analyze

and understand talk as a basic feature of human social life.”27,28 CA

starts with observing the data and creating a collection of relevant

datapoints. In this study, the first two authors (trauma-surgeon/

educator and a linguist) included all interactions in which supervisors

verbalise their expertise using a heuristic. Next, they selected those

interactions in which supervisors added a heuristic (if/then rule) that

informs residents not only how to move forward in the current proce-

dure but also how to use this expertise in future occasions. Subse-

quently specific interactional practices (categories) were identified

based on the formal properties of the supervisors' utterances and the

sequential environment of these practices (looking both backward and

forward in time to identify the context, i.e., how the practices were

occasioned in in the interaction and how they were responded to).29

This iterative, inductive process continued until all instances in the

collection were categorised and no new categories could be identified

in the collection (i.e., when saturation was achieved).

All the practices were discussed during data sessions both

within the team (including a cognitive scientist, a senior researcher

in orthopaedics, a senior orthopaedic surgeon and a medical educa-

tional scientist) and between the first two authors until consensus

was achieved about the specific interactional practices used to for-

mulate the heuristics (if/then-rules) and how these specific interac-

tional practices were occasioned in the interaction (that is how

supervisors introduced these practices during supervisor-residents

interactions).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Practices of supervisors to inform residents
how to use expert information now and in future
occasions

The nine supervisors in this study informed residents 59 times about

the scope of their expertise using heuristics that stressed the future

applicability of their expertise. Below, we present the interactional

practices supervisors used to articulate these heuristics. All these

practices to formulate heuristics in our corpus were instances of the

if/the rule schema discussed in the literature (reference). Supervisors

either used if/then rules in their textbook appearance or modified

these rules to emphasise the particularities of their expertise.

TABLE 1 Participants and recording
time

Dyad Supervisor Gender Resident-PY Gender Duration (h/min/s)

1 Physician assistant A Male Resident A PY 4 Male 1.04.29

2 Orthopaedic surgeon B Female Resident B PY 4 Male 1.26.35

3 Orthopaedic surgeon C Male Resident C PY 2 Female 0.36.00

4 Orthopaedic surgeon D Male Resident D PY 5 Male 1.31.11

5 Senior resident E (PY 6) Male Resident E PY 5 Male 1.56.20

6 Orthopaedic surgeon D Male Resident E PY 5 Male 1.01.25

7 Physician assistant E Male Resident F PY Male 1.01.10

8 Physician assistant A Male Resident G PY 6 Male 1.20.22

9 Orthopaedic surgeon F Male Resident H PY 6 Male 1.29.04

Total 11.26.36

Abbreviation: PY, program year.
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3.1.1 | The textbook if/then rule

Case example 1 shows a textbook example of the basic if/then

template:

IF situation X occurs THEN Y is applicable.

3.1.2 | Analogies and metaphors in if/then rules

Supervisors also provided residents with insights of the situation by

using a metaphor or analogy to describe the if-part of the rule (case

example 2).

By using metaphors, supervisors provide residents with a concep-

tual framework to assess the current situation. The current situation is

framed not in its particularity (token) but as an instance of a recurrent

phenomenon (type), categorised by a specific metaphor (“tulip”) avail-
able for future use.

3.1.3 | Adding explanations to if/then rules

Supervisors also expanded the basic template in about half of the

cases (24 out of 59) by adding an explanation as an account for the

applicability of the heuristic:

IF situation X occurs THEN Y is applicable, because of Z

These accounts provide supervisors with an optional building

block for the template (case example 3).

Interestingly, although these inf-then rules are clearly oriented

towards applicability beyond the here and now, they are also firmly

rooted in the task at hand: they are formulated as occasioned by case-

specific characteristics of the current task (see case examples 1 and

2), in the if-part; the then-part formulates the instruction, in these

cases the supervisor's expert solutions to a problem, including an

explanation.

3.1.4 | Making public the preference, prevalence
and consequence of the if/then rule

Supervisors also often specify and modify the applicability and the

epistemic status of the rule: How often does the rule apply and are

Case example 1: If/then rule, the basic template (a brief overview of
the anatomy and background of the procedure is provided in
Figure 1)

The resident was preparing the femur with a reamer, a task that has

serious consequences for the stability of the final prosthesis when not

performed at the right angle and on the correct plane. The supervisor

in this procedure observed how the resident executed the task. Then

he supplied expert information by stating: “When I'm not sure, I

occasionally remove the inserter and put an awl on the reamer to

determine where the center of rotation will be.”
This information is constructed following an if/then format: IF I'm not

sure about the final centre of rotation, THEN I remove the inserter

and put an awl on the reamer to determine the centre of rotation.

Such information gives the resident insight into how the supervisor

acts when confronted with a problem of assessing and evaluating the

proper position of the reamer, which is information that can be used

by the resident now and in future procedures.

Case example 2: An if/then rule constructed with a metaphor.

The resident finished preparing the acetabulum, using a reamer to

mechanically remove bone to establish a shape corresponding to the

implant. Then he inserted the trial prosthesis into the acetabulum to

assess if there is a press fit between the prosthesis and the bone. The

resident initiated a turn in talk (line 2) when he expressed an

assessment of the stability of the trial prosthesis.

1. 4.7 sec. silence

2. Resident: Is not sufficient

3. Supervisor: Yes, it is a tulip, so you must widen the entry of the

acetabulum

4. Resident: Yes

5. 2.1 sec. silence

6. Resident: A tulip?

7. Supervisor: Yes a tulip, instead of a regular spheric contour

8. Resident: I understand.

The supervisor explains why the trial prosthesis was not press fit by

using an if/then construction: If the prosthesis does not press fit, then

you need to widen the entry. In this case, she does not give a factual

explanation but provides a metaphor instead. The metaphor she used

describes the shape of the acetabulum in arthrosis: like a tulip. The

resident requests an explanation for this metaphor (line 6), which is

given by the supervisor (line 7): She adds information about the

required contour of the acetabulum—a regular spheric contour and

not the contour of a tulip. The resident confirms he understands

the metaphor that a tulip is wide at the bottom and narrow at the top

(line 8).

Case example 3: If/then-because rule.

In the next case example, the resident just inserted the definitive

acetabular component of the prosthesis. The endpoint of this task is a

stable and solid fixation of the acetabular component. A turn in talk

started when the resident gave his final evaluation after inserting the

acetabular component.

1. Resident: Fits

2. 0.4 sec. silence

3. Resident: Yes

4. Supervisor: In most cases you need to test the component at three

different points

5. Resident: Do I?

6. Supervisor: Yes

7. 1.1 sec. silence

8. Resident to the scrub-nurse: Can I have a forceps?

9. Supervisor: You can test the component at the 10, 12 and 2 o'clock

position

10. 1.6 sec. silence

11. Supervisor: Sometimes it seems a tight fit, but it is possible that at

another test position the component is less stable

In this case example, the if/then rule is: If you evaluate the acetabular

component, you need to test this at three different positions. By using

“in most cases,” the supervisor emphasises that the rule is not

specifically expressed for this particular procedure but for any similar

situations in future procedures. Furthermore, the supervisor extended

the if/then rule by supplying an expert explanation (line 11).
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we dealing with a preference or a necessary rule? The supervisor in

case example 1 clearly formulated a personal rule, accentuating his

preference by stating: “When I'm not sure, I occasionally remove ….”
In 19 cases, supervisors added specific lexical items (e.g., “my prefer-

ence” and “what I do”) categorising if/then as a personal rule to the

resident.

Additionally, supervisors add information about the prevalence of

the rule (28 cases). In case example 1, the supervisor added “occasion-
ally” to the rule to highlight that the if/then rule is applicable in some

instances. The supervisor in case example 2 however used “in most

cases” to express that it is general practice (though also providing for

possible exceptions). Supervisors encode the prevalence of the rule

using adverbs that denote frequency, like always, normally, often,

sometimes or never (Table 2).

Besides the prevalence of the rule's applicability, supervisors can

also provide information about the necessity (epistemological status)

of the rule (this was done in 14 cases). In case example 4 application

of the rule is framed as a necessity.

Case example 4: If/then rule + information about the implication.

The resident was preparing the acetabulum by reaming stepwise until

the right shape and angle was realised. During this process the

supervisor stated: “You must choose the definitive angle of reaming

early on in the reaming process when you insert an uncemented

prosthesis.”
This information is constructed following an if/then format:

if you use an uncemented prosthesis, then you have to determine

the correct angle early in the process. However, by adding

“you must” the supervisor upgrades the implication to without

exception. The rule is applicable now and every time the

resident will be inserting an uncemented total hip prosthesis in

the future.

Supervisors encode the epistemological status of the rule using

different types of modal verbs. In the majority they used you must to

emphasise the crucial status of the rule. In other cases, residents were

taught that the rule is a serious option (you can) or an alternative that

could be considered by the resident in the future (you might) (Table 3).

3.2 | Strategies of supervisors to introduce if/then
rules

Up to this point, we have focused on the specific interactional prac-

tices supervisors use to formulate heuristics (if/then rules). In the fol-

lowing, we will analyse how these practices are occasioned by these

activities: How do supervisors provide the opportunity for explicit

teaching in the course of a procedure? We identified two contexts for

informing residents about the scope of their expertise. In the first

context (25 cases), supervisors responded to specific verbal actions of

residents about a situation in the present. In the other context

(34 cases) the supervisors initiated if/then rules without a request of

the resident, but in reaction to what residents are doing or are about

to do in the present patient.

3.2.1 | If/then rules as a reaction to what residents
verbalise in the present

Residents express assessments about their actions during surgical

procedures. These assessments make residents' thoughts about the

present situation public and controllable to supervisors.29,30

Although assessments do not explicitly invite supervisors to react

and supply expert information, they do provide an opportunity for

the supervisor to think along and respond, and as such may

trigger supervisors to provide an if/then rule. Case example

2 (repeated below) shows how the supervisor supplied expertise

in a reaction to the resident's assessment about the present

situation.

Case example 2, reprise. Supervisor reacts to resident's assessment
with if/then rule.

1. 4.7 sec. silence

2. Resident: Is not sufficient

3. Supervisor: Yes, it is a tulip, so you must widen the entry of the

acetabulum

4. Resident: Yes

5. 2.1 sec. silence

6. Resident: A tulip?

7. Supervisor: Yes a tulip, instead of a regular sphere

8. Resident: I understand.

The resident expressed an assessment about the current situation

(line 2). By doing so, the resident made his private thoughts

accessible to the supervisor. However, he did not explicitly invite

the resident to react. In this case, the resident was executing a

point-of-no-return task and evaluated the result of his previous

action as insufficient. The supervisor could limit herself to a simple

confirmation or give information that is exclusive to this particular

case. However, she shared expert information (line 3) that is

relevant now and in similar future cases. The timing and type of

information has a threefold function for the supervisor in this case:

(1) It confirms the resident's evaluation; (2) it gives the resident

insight into what the problem is now (and in similar future cases);

and (3) it implicitly guides the resident to what his next action

should be: redo the reaming until the contour of the acetabulum is

correct.

TABLE 2 Adding prevalence to an if/then rule

Utterance Always Normally Often Sometimes Never Total marked Total unmarked Total

Frequency 10 2 11 4 1 28 31 59
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Residents can also explicitly invite their supervisors to

provide expertise to solve problems in the present. This also

provides an opportunity to teach residents the scope of expertise

(case example 5).

In both examples, supervisors react to insights the residents pro-

vide in their thinking. In the next contexts, supervisors do not react to

the residents' verbal actions, but introduce rules to follow up on their

own initiatives to guide residents in the present first.

3.2.2 | Introducing if/then rules as a reaction to
what residents do or are about to do in the present

Supervisors also incorporate heuristics (if/then rules) in larger

contributions initiated by themselves (e.g., as part of an assessment,

instruction or correction). In these cases, the if/then rule closes that

particular sequence and function as the culmination of their contribu-

tion. Case example 6 shows a prototypical example.

Expert information to inform residents how to use their expertise

was commonly embedded in longer sequences of supervisor–resident

interactions. All sequences started with a verbal action by either resi-

dents or supervisors indicating a (potential) urgency in the present

patient surfaced. These actions started a sequence of interactions in

which the supervisors created the if-part of the if/then rules by

explicitly attending the urgency itself. Then, as the interactions

proceeded, supervisors followed up with the solution to solve the

urgency, the then-part. This expert solution addressed both the

urgency in the present patient as potential similar urgencies in future

patients. Furthermore, supervisors could introduce adjuncts to the

instruction to teach residents the degree of individual freedom and

variation of their professional standards of that action in future

occasions.

TABLE 3 Modal verbs used to mark
the epistemic status of the if/then rule

Utterance You must You can You might Total marked Total unmarked Total

Frequency 6 3 5 14 45 59

Case example 5. Supervisor reacts to a resident's request for

assistance with an if/then rule.

In the next case example, the resident was preparing the acetabulum,

using a reamer to mechanically remove bone to establish a shape

similar to the implant. Reaming is a repetition of actions with reamer

heads that increase in size until the right shape and angle is realised. In

this case, the resident requested a confirmation about the size of the

reamer (line 1).

1. Resident: The 45? Because you need to continue in odd reamer sizes

now?

2. Supervisor: Yes

3. Resident: Yes

4. Supervisor: Yes, normally the odd-sized reamer is your last step in the

reaming process. However, it is alright to switch to odd-sized reamers

now.

5. Resident: Alright, then I continue in this direction (R demonstrates to

the supervisor the angle at which she inserts the reamer)

The resident expresses a request for confirmation after providing the

supervisor insights into her thoughts on how to continue. The

supervisor confirms, then follows up with what is usually the

procedure: If you ream stepwise to prepare the acetabulum, then you

normally use the odd-sized reamer in the final step. The supervisor is

explicitly invited to react. He could limit his response to a

confirmation. However, in this case, he expands with an if/then rule,

likely provoked by the resident's intention to ream in a different order

than is commonly done.

Case example 6. Supervisor follows up with an if/then rule after
suggesting how the resident should continue.

In the next case example, the resident was exposing the acetabulum

before the reaming process can start. He dissected tissue with the

electrosurgical knife but stopped and retrieved the instrument from

the wound. Then the supervisor made a suggestion as to how to

continue in the here and now (lines 1 and 3).

1. Supervisor: I would

2. 5.6 sec. silence

3. Supervisor: Try to clear up the edge at the top

4. 1.6 sec. silence

5. Resident: You mean here?

6. Supervisor: Yes (hands over the electrosurgical knife)

7. Resident: Right, with the electrosurgical knife

8. 2.9 sec. silence

9. Supervisor: I always prefer to clear all the edges of the acetabulum

with the electrosurgical knife

10. Supervisor: It is just what you are used to

11. Resident: Then we have a much better view later on

12. Supervisor: Yes

The supervisor's if/then rule is: When you clear the acetabulum, you

must be sure to clear all edges (although it may look as if use of the

electrosurgical knife is the subject of the rule, the suggestion [lines

1–3] when the resident stops clearing the edge at the top as well,

indicates that the resident did not complete the task of clearing the

acetabulum completely, and that the subject of the rule is: complete

all edges at once). The if/then rule is produced by the supervisor (line

9) after they discuss the local situation for this patient (lines 1–7). The
supervisor already directed the resident with the suggestion: I would

clear the edge at the top too. However, he expands on his suggestion

to ensure optimal care for this patient, and provides expert

information that is useful for future procedures.
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4 | DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was a structural analysis of one specific phe-

nomenon: how supervisor inform residents to use expertise in future

occasions. We were interested what practices supervisors used and

how they introduce these practices during supervisor-resident inter-

actions in the real time of surgical procedures.

We identified and analysed 59 instances in more than 11 h of

supervisor–resident interactions, each dyad was included in the final

collection showing that this is a general supervision strategy. All the

interactional practices, were instances of the if/then rule, discussed in

the literature. The if-part highlighted a particular situation or action of

the procedure and in the then-part supervisors introduced the instruc-

tion, which they regularly customised by adding metaphors,

arguments, information about preference, prevalence and/or

consequence.

Supervisors unambiguously switched to their role as teachers

when they informed residents how to use expertise in future occa-

sions in this study. What stands out is the scale and regulation of this

teaching behaviour. First, supervisors informed residents about the

smallest possible action of surgical procedures: a decision, motor

action or evaluation. Second, teaching was almost always part of

larger contributions between residents and supervisors, and consis-

tently in reaction to potential flaws in the care for the present

patient.4–6 Previous studies showed potential flaws in residents' per-

formances cannot pass unnoticed or unrepaired by supervisors.4–6 In

most cases supervisors provide expertise to solve the problem now,

without any information to guide residents in future patients.10,13,14

Supervisors seem to decide after the identification of a problem

in the present patient if they just supply expertise to ensure optimal

care (default mode) or construct their expertise according an if/then

template. The if/then template has a twofold effect on the residents'

learning: The then-part, the experts' instruction, informs residents

how to provide expert care now and in the future. The if-part displays

the relevance of that particular situation at that moment for supervi-

sors. By emphasising the relevance of a particular moment of the pro-

cedure supervisors give accounts of their professional vision to

residents. Professional vision is the unique expert's perception and

understanding of objects within a particular situation and as part of a

given professional task.31 The use of metaphors in the if-part of the

heuristic provides trainees an insight in the expert perception of the

situation. In incorporating their professional vision in a heuristic avail-

able for future use, supervisors also give insight in their procedural

knowledge.

Professional vision is one aspect of experts, insight in the proce-

dure itself (procedural rules) is another hallmark. This may be best

explained by how experienced chess players read a given position on

the board as patterns (professional vision) and understand the advan-

tages of their actions in the next in three or four moves (professional

rules).32 Novices lack professional vision and procedural knowledge,

as was demonstrated in a study in which supervisors indicated they

think ahead during complex tasks of an uncemented total hip replace-

ment procedure, in contrast to residents, who tend to think now when

faced with those complex tasks.33,34 By using and customising if-then

rules supervisors encourage residents to understand the procedural

rules of a specific procedure.

Procedural rules give residents insights in the degree of individual

freedom of professional action and the variation of professional stan-

dards that exists among supervisors. When supervisors construct their

expertise as: if/then- because, they allow residents explicit insight into

their expert reasoning: residents learn why supervisors perceive and

understand features of the operation as relevant and important.

Adding information about personal preferences (personal rules) helps

residents to understand alternatives exists in a particular situation,

just as adding you can, or you might to their rules does, while no

exceptions to a rule exists when supervisors use more absolute

modalities (e.g., always, you must).

5 | PRACTICAL RELEVANCE

Now that we have identified the specific interactional practices that

supervisors use for explicit teaching, these can be used to reflect on

the teaching behaviour and teaching styles of supervisors. What type

of expertise is provided (professional vision, procedural knowledge),

how is it presented (as standard professional behaviour, a personal

rule) and how is it occasioned in the actual procedure (assumed or

invited)?

The results also allow identification of explicit teaching in real-

time to evaluate individual supervisors' teaching in one procedure, or

in multiple encounters. Such information may be useful for feedback

on teaching or monitor supervisors' development as teacher

over time.

However what remains unknown are the qualitative aspects of

explicit teaching behaviour: why do supervisors decide to turn from

default supervision, and just provide expertise for the here and now,

to explicit teaching at a specific moment during the procedure? How

are these supervision strategies evaluated by trainees? These ques-

tions cannot be answered by CA, however different methods

(e.g., video-stimulated recall) could provide new avenues of studying

those questions.

6 | IMPROVING LEARNING IN THE OR

Explicit teaching adds the why to the what. It informs residents about

what actions experts apply (what) and about the underlying expert

principles of those actions (why). Teaching the underlying principles is

one of the crucial components in four component instructional design,

or 4C/ID-model.35,36 The 4C/ID could be a promising lead to improve

residents learning of surgical procedures by offering a template that

supervisors can use to construct training programs to improve learn-

ing of complex procedures. The four components 4C/ID-model relies

on supervisors providing procedural information and supportive infor-

mation, in a structure that can be divided for sub-task practice and

learning tasks are relevant and recognisable.35,36
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All components of the 4C/ID-instructional design model can also

be applied to OR teaching. Surgical procedures can be broken down

into steps, tasks and actions, which vary in complexity and are all rele-

vant for the residents' learning.34,37 Supervisors scaffold their resi-

dents' learning by default throughout the procedures (regulation of

autonomy) and direct their teaching on simple and low risk parts

before turning to more complex tasks.4–6,12 Furthermore supervisors

provide residents information that is context-specific and helps them

to automate their actions.4,7,12–14 Finally, supervisors stimulate

problem-solving and residents' understanding of how actions relate

within tasks and between tasks, as this study demonstrates.

However, there are constraints that decrease the efficacy of the

OR as an teaching environment. Firstly, residents cannot repeat actions

of subtasks to improve their learning. Secondly, learning-needs of

residents are difficult to anticipate because learning-needs commonly

surface spontaneously and rather unpredictable as procedures

unfold.4,10,12 Thirdly, and probably most importantly, learning and

teaching is tacit and implicit.38,39 Because supervisors are often

unaware of their teaching behaviour we cannot expect them to deliber-

ate tailor their behaviour to the learning needs in a time and outcome

pressured learning environment. However, this study exposed the

actual interactional practices of explicit teaching used by supervisors.

Turning these insights of explicit teaching into a trainable for supervi-

sors may be beneficial for residents' learning in each procedure.

7 | LIMITATIONS

This study is not without limitations. We analysed interactions in one

teaching hospital and one specific procedure in one teaching culture.

Other practices may exist and transferability of our findings should be

explored by validating supervisors' behaviours in other procedures

and settings.

8 | CONCLUSION

Supervisors add the why to the what when they inform residents how

to use their expertise now and beyond the here and now. They intro-

duced their explicit teaching in reaction of a (potential) problem in the

present patient, directed at the smallest possible actions that define

the surgical procedure, provided expertise to secure outcome in the

present patient,, and has a specific design (if/then +/� adjuncts) to

teach residents professional vision and the degree of individual free-

dom and variation of their professional standards in problem-solving

in future occasions.
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